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Magnesium gnd its alloys, regardless of the processing procedures employed, are among the mostdfficult metallic specime-ns to prepare for microstructuíit examinotior.'Mg and its alloyíare toi f,
hardness.and strength but d_o contaii preóipitatet that are much higher in haídiess. This makes 1t dfficult

to eliminate scratches and matrix deformation and to control rettlef, that is, excessive height ar6"iàrr6
between the matrix and precipitates. Mg is also quite reactive and there is considerabtà debate over
whether or not water must be eliminated from thé final preparation step or steps. Although its crysyol
structure is hexagonal close-packed, Mg does not-respónd'welt to polirized tight oyt* pZhtiinglfh,

paper presents a new procedure foy prepariry.s Mg and its alloys tiat yields flat tuSotni with nà rehef
problems and minimal scratches and mairix dàforùafion. Some comments abouî etchants are also made.
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Preparation of magnesium and its alloys is rather diffrcult
due to the low matrix hardness and thé higher hardness of
precipitate phases that lead to relief problems, and from the
reactivity of the metal. Mechanical twinning may result du_
rhg cutting, grinding, orhandling ifpressurés are excessive.
Final polishing and cleaning operations should avoid or mi_
nimize the use of water and a variety of solutions have been
proposed. Pure magnesium is attacked more slowly by water
while Mg alloys may exhibit much higher attack r;tes. Some
authors state that water should not bè used in any step and
they use a l-to-3 mixture of glycerol-to-ethanol oi keròs"ne
as the coolant even in the grinding steps. It is always best to
grind with a coolant, as fine Mg dust iÀ a fire hazard.Becau_

ry-gf the presence of hard intermetallic phases, relief may be
difficult to control, especially ifnapped cloths are used.
Cutting can introduce considerablè damage to specimens
and this can be a critical factor in obtaining propèrly poli_
shed specimens. Always use the cutting technìquè thàt pro_
duces the least amount of damage. An abrasive cut-offìaw
produces excellent results. Again, a coolant must be used
n'hen cutting to minimize damage produced from the heat
generated during sectioning. Although magnesium and its
alloys have a relatively low melting point, ànd the solution
ann:aling ald aging temperatures are lower, hot compres_
sion mounting can be used. However, if the specimen were
in the as-solution annealed condition, without aging, it
rould be prudent to use a castable resin, such as epoiy,tihat
generates very little heat during polymerization. TÀe piessu_
re,used in hot compression mounting may induce mèchani_
cal twinning in high-purity magnesium.
l\ number of procedures have been published for mechani_
cal-polishing of Mg and Mg alloys. Traditional approaches
utilize SiC paper to wet grind the specimens using^ a series
ofgraded abrasive papers from about 240 to 600 grit (p2S0
to P1200), or even finer. Some metallographers hàve coated
the SiC surfaces with wax to minimize embedment of abra-
sives. This was tried, and compared to non-coated SiC grin-
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ding. Embedding of SiC abrasive particles was not obser-
ved. It does not seem to be necessary to coat the SiC paper
with wax. Water can be used to flush the grinding debris
from the SiC.paper surface and minimizeheititrgofihe spe-
cimen. This is followed by several stages of rough and fine
polishing using two or more sizes of diamond ibrasive. A
coolant/lubricant must be used and these can be water-solu-
ble or alcohol based.
Final polishing has always been a weak point in the process.
Magnesium oxide was used but it is difficult to gèt good
quality MgO and the particle size is 1 trrm, which is ioo óoar-
se. MgO is also hard on polishing cloths. MgO can be su_
spended in water, but it is best to avoid water. Alumina has
been used as a final polishing abrasive, and it is available in
sizes down to about 0.05 pm. It can be purchased as a pow-
$er, or as pre-mixed slurries but these arè aqueous. Alumina
has been used as an aqueous suspension, with additions of
soap, and has been mixed with alcohol or ethylene glycol. I
have used colloidal silica and this has beerr effect-ive with
pure magnesium but it etches magnesium alloys. Cleaning
can be done with water between grinding steps, and aftei
diamond polishing, but generally water is-avoiàed after the
final polishing step. Instead, alcohol or other solvents are
employed.
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A number of experiments were performed in our laboratory
to_ develop a practical mechanical polishing procedure for
Mg and its alloys. A wide variety of specimens, cast and
wrought, were tried starting with pure Mg and then fol-
l-o11rng with popular alloys. First, we tried uiing one or two
SiC steps and then going through a series óf diamond
(synthetic polycrystalline) polishing steps using Metadi@
Supreme aqrieous suspensions at9-,3- anO t-prm mean par-
ticle sizes. The cloths used were napless, flatpads and sève-
ral were evaluated. The synthetic chemoteitile Texmet@
lO00 pad was found to give excellent results. Napped cloths
should be avoided as they will produce excessivèìelief and
may lead to other problems, such as drag or pull out. While
the aqueous diamond suspensions yielded good results, oil-
based suspensions (synthetic monocrystalline diamond) we-
re tried to see if avoiding water would produce better results.
In general, no evidence was obtained to suggest that the wa-
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Thble 1. Five-Step Mechanical Polishing Procedure for Magnesium Alloys.

Tabella I - Procedimento per lalucidatura di leghe di magnesio a 5 passaggí

Name Composition Comrméúta

Table 2. Chemical Etchants [Jsed in the Study.

Tabella 2 - Agenti d'attacco chimico utilizzati in questo studio

ter in the diamond suspensions attacked the microstructural
constituents. However, the greater lubricity of the oil su-
spension appeared to yield a better surface finish with fewer,
shallower scratches.
For final polishing, two cloths were tried. A medium-nap
synthetic-suede Microcloth@ pad and a napless, synthetic
polyurethane Chemomet@ pad were evaluated. It was thou-
ght that scratch control might be better with the softer Mi-
crocloth pad, while surface flatness (relief control) would be
better with the Chemomet pad. However, no relief problems
were encountered with either pad, but the results with the
Chemomet pad were slightly better. Because the colloidal
silica polishing suspension etched the Mg alloys, other su-
spensions were tried. Alumina is normally produced by the
calcination process, but these abrasives always contain some
degree of agglomeration. Recently, alumina made by the sol
gel process has been developed, although only in very fine
sizes. MasterpreprM alumina suspension is a sol-gel product
with an average parlicle size of 0.05 pm. This abrasive pro-
duced satisfactory results. Another proprietary polishing su-
spension, Masterpolish@ abrasive, was also tried. It is a vi-
scous mixture of alumina and silica and is suspended in a
mixture of water, petroleum distillates and propylene glycol.
This abrasive also produced satisfactory results. For thin-
walled AZ9ID HP die cast parts, both abrasives produced
some light etching using a 3-minute polish. No etching was

s (22)
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5 (22)

3 (r3)

250 Comp.
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120 Contra

120 Contra
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4
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observed on AM60 sections and very light etching was ob-
served on thicker AZ9ID sections. The preparation cycle
developed from this work is given in Table 1.

The oil-base diamond suspensions must be cleaned from the
specimens (and the fixture holding the specimens in an auto-
mated process) with alcohol or other suitable solvents. After
each diamond- polishing step, the surface was scrubbed with
cotton saturated with ethanol. Then, the surface was rinsed
quickly with water, sprayed with alcohol, and dried with hot
air. Exposure to water was always keep as brief as possible.
This cleaning process can be used after the final step, or the
specimens can be washed with a glycerol-ethanol solution.
Cleaning without using water is inconvenient. Holding the
specimen under running water for about a second eased the
cleaning problem and did not appear to harm the microstruc-
ture. Cosmetic cotton puffs can scratch the surface when
swab etching. If desired, a brief vibratory polish with one
of the final abrasives could follow the practice. Longer ti-
mes will produce etching.
A variety of standard etchants were used to reveal the micro-
structure. Table 2lists these reagents. All are used by im-
mersion. The aqueous hydrofluoric acid solution should be
placed in a polyethylene beaker; otherwise glass can be
used. The glycol etch and the acetic-glycol etch produced
very similar results, but the later faintly reveals the grain
boundaries. The acetic-picral etch also reveals the grain
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boundaries lightly. These three etchants will outline the
massive Mg,rAl,, phase. The phospho-picral etch darkens
the region around the massive phase, revealing it nicely by
contrast. The aqueous HF etch darkens the massive phase
preferentially.
Figure 1 shows the surface of an AZSID Hp die cast speci-
men after the 1-pm diamond step. Gas porosity (large ròund
holes) and shrinkage cavities (irregular, narrow holes) are
commonly obserrred in these castings. At the l-pm stage, the
surface is flat; there are no artifacts from preparation, such
as comet tails, pull out, or smeared metal. Contra rotation is
more aggressive than complementary and can promote co-
met tailing or excessive relief at very hard particles. If that is
observed, repeat the last step using complementary rotation,
and it will be eliminated. Only very fine scratches are pre-
sent after this step.
Figures 2 and 3 show the as-polished surfaces of AZSID
and AM60 HP die cast specimens after the final step, using
Masterprep alumina and Masterpolish suspensions, but
before etching. The voids are properly revealed, without
any artifacts, and only very fine scratches are visible. A few
fine pits aligned in linear fashion can be seen when traver,
sing the surface, but they are infrequent.
Figure 4 shows examples of mechanical twins observed in
each alloy. The acetic-picral etch was the best for detecting
these features. Figures 5 to 9 show the microstructures of
both alloys revealed using the five etchants in Table 2.
The micrographs clearly show the structures that are always
somewhat more complex for the AZ9ID with its greater al-
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Figure 1. AZ9lD surface after the l-W diamond step (as-
polished) revealing numerous voids (magnffication bar ís 200-pm
long).

Figura 1 - Superficie di AZ9LD dopo il passaggio con díamante l-
pm che rivela numerosi vuoti (la barra di ingrandímento è lunga
200-ytm)

loy content. V/ith its higher aluminum content, AZ9ID
exhibits more segregation and contains more of the massive
MgrrAl,, phase and more of the very fine precipitated phase,
thanAM60.

Figure 2a and b. As-Polished
surfaces of AM60 (left) and

AZ9ID (right) alloys
prepared using Masterprep

aluminafor the final step
(magnification bars are 20-

and 100-pm long,
respectively).

Figura 2 - a) Superfici come
lucidata di leghe AM60 e b)
AZ9 1 D p re p arat e me diant e
Masterprep alumina per il

passaggio finale (la barra di
ingrandimento sono lunghe

ispetÍivamente 20 e 100-pm)

Figure 3a and b. As-Polished
surfaces of AM60 (left) and

AZ9ID (ríght) alloys
p rep are d us ín g M ast e rp oli s h
alumina-silíca slurry for the

inal step (magnification bars
are 100-pm long).

Figura 3 - a) SuperJici come
lucidata di leghe AM60 e b)
AZ9 I D preparaîe mediante

impasto Masterpolish
alumina-silica per íl

passaggio finale (la barca di
ingrandímento è lunga 100-

pm)
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Magnesium alloys are difficult to prepare for metallographic
examination. All steps must be carefully executed if the end
result is to be a true representation of the microstructure.
Sectioning must not introduce excessive deformation. Grin-
ding should commence with the finest possible SiC abrasive
that will remove the cutting damage in a reasonable time.
Oil-based diamond suspensions produced slightly better re-
sults than water-based diamond suspensions. Colloidal silica

Figure 4a and b. Mechanical
twinning obsen;ed in AM60
(left) and AZ9ID (right) alloys
prepared usíng Masterprep
nluminafor the final step and
etc hed with ac etic -picral
(magnification bars are l0-
and 20-pm long, respectívely).

Figura 1 - Accoppiamento
meccanico osservato in leghe
a) AM60 e b) AZ9lD dopo
aîtacco chimíco con agente
picrico-acidico (la barra dí
ingrandimento sono lunghe
rispettiv amente I 0- 1m)

Figure 5a and b.

MicrostrtLctures of AM60 (Ieft)
and AZ9ID (right) alloys after
efching wíth the glycol reagent
(magnification bars are 10-pm
long).

Figura 5 - MicrostruÍtttre di
leghe a) AM60 e b) AZ9ID
dopo attacco chimico con
reagente glicoLico ( Ia barra di
ingrandimento sono lunghe
risp ettivamente I 0- pm)

Figure 6a and b.

Microstructures of AM60 (left)
and AZ9ID (right) alloys after
etchíng with the acetic-glycol
re ag ent ( magniJic ation b ar s
are l)-pm long).

Figura 6 - Microstrutture di
leghe a) AM60 e b) AZ9ID
dopo attacco chimico con
re a g e nte fo sfo - p ic r ic o ( la
barra di ingrandimento sono
lunghe ris p ettiv cune nte I 0 - ptn)

can be used as a final polish for pure Mg but etches Mg al-
loys. Masterprep sol-gel alumina and Masterpolish, a mix-
ture of alumina and silica, produced satisfactory final poli-
shing results. The classic etchants do produce somewhat
different renderings of the microstructure. Use of only one
of the general- purpose etchants (glycol, acetic-glycol or
acetic-picral) may be insufficient.
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Figure 7a and b.
Microstructures of AM60 (lefr)
and AZ9ID (right) alloys after

etchíng with the acetic-picral
re ag ent ( magníJic ation b ars

are 10-pm long).

FiguraT - Mícrostrutture di
leshe a) AM60 e b) AZ9lD

dopo attacco chimico con
reagenÍe 10Vo HF (la barra di

ingrandimento sono lunghe
rispettivamente I 0 - pm)

Figure 8a and b.
Mícrostructures of AM60 (left)
and AZ9lD (right) alloys after

etching with the phospho-
pic ral re agent ( magnifi c atíon

bars are l)-pmlong).

Figura 8 - Microstrutture di
leghe a) AM60 e b) AZ9ID
dopo attacco chimíco con
reagente fosfo-picrico ( la

barra di íngrandimento sono
I unghe ri sp ettiv ament e I 0 - pm)

Fígure 9a and b.
lficrostructures of AM60 (left)
and AZ9ID (right) alloys after

etching with the 10Vo HF
reagent (magnification bars

are l)-pm long).

Figura 9a e b - Microstrutture
dÌ leghe a) AM60 e b) AZ9ID

dopo attacco chímico con
re(tgente l07o HF (la barra di

ingrandímento sono lunghe
rispettivamente 1 0- pm)
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I campioni di magnesio e sue leghe, indipendentemente dai
3,'ocessi impìegati, sono fra i più dfficili da preparare per
."effettuazione di esami microstrutturali. Il magnesio e le sue
.eglte hanno una scarsa durezza e resistenza ma contengono
trecipitati molto più duri. Ciò rende dfficile l'eliminazione
Ji graffi e deformazioni di matrice nonché il controllo del ri-
,ievo, owero l'eccessiva diversità di altezza fra matrice e
trecipitati. Il magnesio inoltre è molto reattivo e vi sono

molte controversie sulla questione se ltacqua debba essere
eliminata o meno dai passaggi della preparazione finale.
Nonostante ld sua struttura cristallina sia rtfta e esagonale,
Il magnesio non risponde bene alla luce polarizzata dopo la
lucidatura.
Questa memoria presenta un nuovo metodo per preparare
campioni di magnesío e sue leghe in grado di creare swperfi-
ci lisce senza problemi di rilievi e grffi minori e deforma-
zione di matrice. Vengono inoltre forniti commenti su agenti
d'attacco.
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